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Are you sick of the usual makeup you wear and that old look you have? Feeling more daring?
Maybe it's about time to experiment with the rock star look--without necessarily acting like one. If
you're prepared to try it, itâ€™s not really that complicated. In this article are some tips to attain that goal.

First guideline, rinse your face and hands carefully. You will want to have clean hands, particularly
because you are going to be coming in contact with parts near your eyes. Those areas close to your
eyes are just as sensitive, just as susceptible to being irritated or wrinkled.

Following that, prepare your face with a bit of foundation that matches the color of the skin on your
cheeks, forehead, and nose. Foundation offers a uniform tone throughout your face, as well as a
smooth surface base to apply your makeup. Use a concealer in places like around your nose, or
under the eye to even up the bothersome facial lines or blemishes.

Naturally, what's a rock star look if there is no thick black eyeliner? Use a thick black eyeliner pencil,
such as a charcoal. Draw a slightly thick line of eyeliner along the upper and lower eyelashes, then
flick out your eyeliner at the end of each eye to make it appear long. You could lightly blotch the
eyeliner using your pinky finger when you are finished, then complete the eye area with enough
mascara at the top and bottom eyelashes.

Right now it's the moment to use some hot makeup. It is okay to use your makeup even a bit
messy, like you simply awoke with yesterday's makeup still on. Don't appear too neat and tidy with it
at all because that is essentially counteracting the whole idea to begin with.

Besides wearing some sexy makeup on your face, get a big powder brush and dip it into your loose
powder so it can have the shade that complements your skin tone. Don't forget to dust off any
excessive powder onto the back of your hand. After that, feel free to apply the powder over your
entire face just to get a perfect finish.

Last but not least, utilize a lip brush and paint on a rose lipstick to get a delicate mouth enhancing
your eye rock star makeup. Finish up by applying on your nails just enough coat of black varnish if
you feel like it. You may know more about rock star makeup and getting a unique look at eHow.com
and About.com.
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For more details, search a sexy makeup and a hot makeup in Google for related information.
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